
I designed a model of 'Little Joe II' at a scale to match the Saturn V.

As a thank you for all of the support the crawler project has received I have prepared a set of building instructions, so you can make your own ‘Little Joe II’.

'Little Joe II' was used to test the Launch Escape System (LES) attached to the Apollo Capsule. The small rocket system designed to pull the capsule away
to safety if the launch vehicle failed. A smaller version ‘Little Joe’ was used to test a similar system fitted to the Mercury Capsules. In total 5 unmanned tests
were conducted with the Apollo LES between 1963 and 1966 and in every case the system worked.





The finished model stands 25 cm tall, I have included a full parts list but just the main rocket body could be built and the CSM from the Saturn V attached
(add the CMS in at step 9 - the engine fits inside the body of the rocket).

The design of the Little Joe II rocket is my own work, the service module in the instructions incorporates several features of Saturn V design (attitude
thrusters and a ring to allow the capsule to separate easily. The design of the LES and capsule is identical to the Saturn V (It just wouldn’t have looked right
if I had changed it and to be honest what would be better anyway? the LEGO Saturn V design is perfect.)











In all 37 parts make up the Rocket section, 18 the Service Module and 18 for the LES and capsule. It’s a small parts count and hopefully shouldn’t be
expensive to purchase the individual parts.

Please post a comment if you do make your own model of ‘Little Joe II’ and please share my NASA projects with your friends.


